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Recently we announced the forth-
wming publication of our index to
Scient@c Reviews (LSR). 1 This may
seem strange in view of the title of
this essay. But I use the term sci-
ence review in analogy with the
typical law review journal published
at most American law schools.

It’s true that we may have too

I
many journals now. But ‘ve never
heard a scientist or a lib arian ob-
ject to a new review journal.

I screen many journals for our 1S1
Press Digest. Of these, the law re-
views are unique. I have long won-
dered why we don’t have their
wunterpart in science. In American
law schools it is a coveted honor to
write for the review journal. The
articles published in most law re-
views--whether by faculty or by stu-
dents--are generally of remarkably
fine quality. Review articles with a
sociological rather than purely legal
outlook provide excellent and stimu-
lating reading for the general
reader. Many of them are directly
related to environmental or scienti-
fic matters.

The rationale for the typical doc-
toral dissertation program has been
questioned. Why, for example,
should a person spend three years
on an “original” lab-oriented pro-
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ject if he or she plans to teach in a
high school? The purpose of the
research/dissertation program is
training in and then demonstration
or originality in research. The dis-
sertation presumably contributes to
the advancement of science. How-
ever, it is no secret that many dis-
sertations, especially in the hard
sciences, contribute mainly to the
ongoing research interest of the fa-
culty supervisor. Eventually, the
thesis, much reduced, may end up
as the author’s hdtial contribution
to the journal literature. In many
cases it is also the last.

Why not offer the doctoral or
even the master’s candidate the op-
portunity to write a good critical
review of a topic that needs review-
ing. As in law, we should make the
writing of reviews, for those stud-
dents qualified to do it, an honora-
ble and significant part of graduate
research. However, for such stu-
dents, the now inadequate training
in science communication and infor-
mation retrieval needs to be ex-
panded.

Authorship of a critical review
will certainly do as much for the ad-
vancement of science as elucidation
of some abstruse specific. Reviews
are among the most frequently cited
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of all papers. They can provide a
synthesis of the proliferating frag-
mented knowledge appearing in the
plethora of foreign and domestic
journals. How much wasted time
could be saved by a decent review of
the foreign language material pour-
ing out of the Soviet Union and else-
where. Whether we can expect
graduate students to write “origin-
al” reviews seems to me to depend
upon how “original” they can be in
any case. But there is also the fact
that some students are better syn-
thesizers--as are some of our most
distinguished scientists. They may
not win Nobel mizes. but thev ad-
vance our perc~ption’s of the ‘rela-
tionships between different re-
search ‘efforts.

While I would hope that this sug-
gestion would lead to such new jour-
nals as the Pennsylvania Science

1
Garfield, E. So you wanted more re-

. view articles; I S1 @)’s new Index to
Scientific Reviews (ISR) will help you find
them. Current Contents@ No. 44, 30 Oc-
tober 1974, p. 5-6.

Review or whatever (you name the
university or city), 1 would also urge
that this program be implemented
in cooperation with publishers of
extant review journals. I’m sure
many of them would be delighted to
publish student reviews that have
been refereed by faculty members
or others.

The idea is not entirely new, es-
pecially in the social sciences. Ap-
parently Paul F. Lazarsfeld and
Robert Merton had a similar idea
back in 1950.2 I imagine that others
have even suggested it for science
per se. Perhaps Chauncey Leake
had something similar in mind for
the Texas Journal of Biology. The
public relations value of such a jour-
nal, if it achieves consistent ‘high
quality, should not be underesti-
mated.

2.R%&hwiil?s%aEi’:
Social Research.” In: Lazarsfeld, P.F.
Quontitatiue AnoJysis (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, 1971), Chapter 18, pp. 361-91, es-
PK!idy pp. 376-6.
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